Privacy statement Stichting PAC

Which personal data does Stichting PAC collect?

Stichting PAC collects personal data when attendees register for the Symposium. This data is used to ensure we can fulfil our function as organizers of the Symposium as well as possible. Stichting PAC collects the following personal data:

- Name
- Email Address
- Study Association
- Student Status
- Allergies

Furthermore, we process the data that is collected when someone registers as an attendee for the dinner after the Symposium. Additionally, Stichting PAC processes special personal data, specifically photos that are taken during the Symposium.

Why does Stichting PAC collect these personal data?

Stichting PAC collects these personal data for a few reasons:

1. For administrative purposes.
2. For the organisation of the Symposium.

When does Stichting PAC share these personal data?

We use Google Drive and Google Forms for, among others, the registration of attendees to the Symposium. Here we ask for a name, email address, study association and student status (whether you are a BSc, MSc or PhD student). If attendees also wish to register for the dinner, we ask for their food preferences.
How does Stichting PAC protect these personal data?

Stichting PAC attaches importance to the security of all personal data. All personal data is stored securely and old data is removed periodically. Furthermore, we do everything in our power to prevent unwanted or unauthorised access. If there are questions or if it is suspected that there is a data leak, mail us at info@pacsymposium.nl or reach out to us in a different manner.

To end

If there are remaining question regarding how we process personal data or if you wish for the removal of your personal data, mail us at info@pacsymposium.nl or contact us in a different manner, as can be found at pacsymposium.nl.